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CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER
CSO Magazine #1 Security Ranking | Stanford JD & Computer Science PhD | 170+ Country IS Impact Footprint

Large-Scale IT Infrastructure Architect | Global Cybersecurity Strategist | Digital Transformation Expert
•

As CISO, Santo Espiritu, architected information security strategy and served as bulwark
against cybersecurity threats for $900MM+ county. Within 1 year, reduced incidents 70%,
across 25,000+ nodes, serving 6,000+ FTEs, spanning 30 heavily regulated departments.

•

Recognized with a CSO Magazine #1 Security Ranking, as Director of Security & Critical
Infrastructure of ABC Insurance, given efforts standardizing global technology, strategy,
and policies across 1,200 sites, spanning 170 countries, hosting 100,000+ active employees.

•

Engineered security framework for BRIX, as National Director of Security and Logistics,
which brought world-class security into industry-focus and helped catalyze $1.91B acquisition.

KEY STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security Operations Leadership
Cybersecurity & Digital Resiliency
Legacy Security Transformations
Full Stack & Cloud Security
Information Security KPIs
Security Policies & Compliance
Talent Development & Retention
Strategic Partnerships & Alliances

EXECUTIVE NARRATIVE

COUNTY OF SANTO ESPIRITU
Chief Information Security Officer

▪

Santo Espiritu, NY

▪

2018 – Present

Safeguarded information security of County of Santo Espiritu, which serves 2.5MM+ residents, domiciled in 20+ municipalities.
Santo Espiritu has a $900MM+ budget, staffs 6,000+ FTEs, and spans 30 agencies.
•

70% Incident Impact Reduction for $900MM+ Operation. Stabilized and fortified
IS risk ecosystem, leading 80 FTEs to develop countywide information security
response protocol that improved incident impact to only 30 minutes of downtime.

•

25K+ Node Transformations, Cyber Resiliency Improvement of 40%. Oversaw
modernization of legacy WAN topology and firewall, improving data protection and
compliance in highly regulated environments (CJIS, HIPAA), across 25,000+ nodes.

•

Federal/State Law Enforcement and Judicial Partnerships. Worked extensively
with federal (e.g., DHS, FBI, SDNY) and state authorities (e.g., NY Supreme Court,
NYSP), in the investigation, prosecution, and conviction of cybercriminals.

S T R E A MI N G , I N C .
Senior Director of Safety, Security & Business Resiliency ▪ Nationwide ▪ 2016 – 2018
Handpicked to oversee the global security operation of the largest seller and producer of audio programming, which has a presence in four
(4) continents, 500,000+ downloadable programs, and 1,000+ employees.
• 170+ Country Security Operations Leadership. Helmed a 50+ member incident management, emerging threat, and security
operations team that fortified global digital resiliency across 170+ countries; spurred patching cadence three-fold.
• 10%+ IDS Acceleration. Introduced framework to continually identify potential gaps in continuity (e.g., incident simulation),
enhanced intrusion detection system accuracy and speed 10%+, and implemented all processes using agile methodologies.
• Global Cybersecurity and Culture-Driving. Cultivated global security culture and strategy, prioritizing proactive prevention
versus reactive intervention, augmenting tool resiliency, and improving client experience at every touchpoint.
Maria’s cybersecurity leadership enabled us to scale our global operation with confidence.
She introduced machine learning that has shielded us from countless critical business disruptions.
Her legacy of excellence reverberates with every stream.
William Van Vleet, Chief Technical Officer, STREAMING, INC.

BRIX H O L D I N G S
National Director of Security & Logistics ▪ New York, NY, & San Francisco, CA ▪ 2013 – 2016
Orchestrated national security and logistics of top colocation and cloud enablement provider. In 2015, BRIX was acquired for $1.91B by
Digital Property Trust (NYSE: DPT), a global leader in data center and colocation solutions.
• 1.5MM+ Square Feet, 25+ Site, Data Portfolio Security. Helmed virtually every component of security operation,
including overseeing 100+ FTEs in ensuring ongoing availability of 25+ data centers, spanning 1.5MM+ SF.
• Legacy Security Transformations, 10-Figure Acquisition. Conceptualized next-in-class IS strategy and ecosystem that
evolved BRIX’s value proposition, brought its security into industry-focus, and helped catalyze its $1.91B acquisition by DPT.
• IT Regulatory Compliance. Led internal and external information security compliance activities, including SOC2, SOX, PCI
DSS, HIPAA, Cloud Security Alliance CCM, ISO 27001/27002, FedRAMP.

ABC I N S U R A N C E
Director of Security & Critical Infrastructure ▪ New York, NY, Houston, TX, & San Francisco, CA ▪ 2008 – 2013
Spearheaded security operation of ABC Insurance (NYSE: ABC), a leading, global, insurance organization. ABC
staffs 100,000+, across 170 jurisdictions, and generates $50B+ in revenue.
• 1,200-Site Security Operations Leadership. Directed global security and critical infrastructure,
including global identity and access management platform covering 100,000+ FTEs. Standardized
global technology, strategy, compliance, and policies, across 1,200 sites, spanning 170 jurisdictions.
• Global Legacy IS Transformations. Supervised a team of 21 in Houston, New York, and San
Francisco, in deploying a $4.3MM operational budget to expand global security technology programs.
•

Homeland Security & Public Solutions. Worked closely with ABC’s Homeland Security Solutions Unit,
to design and roll-out complex enterprise TRIA, Cyber Extortion, and Ransomware insurance solutions.

EDUCATION
Stanford University, Stanford School of Engineering, Ph.D. in Computer Science, Palo Alto, CA
Stanford University, Stanford Law School, Juris Doctor, Palo Alto, CA
United States Naval Academy, Bachelor of Science in Cyber Operations, Annapolis, MD
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
Security Standards

Cloud Architecture

Access Management

Operating Systems

Network Protocols

NIST, SANS, CCM

AWS Direct Connect

Forcepoint NGFW

Windows

TCP/IP, DNS, DHCP

ISO, PCI DSS, SOX

Oracle Fast Connect

Carbon Black

Mac

RADIUS, 802.11 ac/ax

SOC 2/3 COBIT

Google Interconnect

Symantec

Unix/Linux

802.1X, LLDP, NTP

FISMA, HIPAA

IBM Direct Link

Wireshark

Android, iOS

ICMP, IGMP

BRIEF PROJECT OVERVIEW

Doctor Bosch wanted a resume that unapologetically reflected her professional personality (e.g., pink/peach
brand color, elegant, anti-luddite, visual, desire to build in New York).
QR Code. In our first strategy call, we talked about QR Codes in commerce and how they operate as a means for
customers to more deeply engage with products and brands (e.g., QR codes leading consumers to product
specification pages). Doctor Bosch thought—and I agreed—that a QR Code would be a great way to funnel
traffic to her LinkedIn profile. So, I created a QR Code that seamlessly fit into her header, was shaded with a
gradient matching her brand color, and included a LinkedIn icon to inform readers of its purpose. This also
highlighted her technical acuity from a reader’s first glance at her document.
KPI Achievements in County of Santo Espiritu. Diving deeper into the document, Maria had realized dramatic KPI
achievements as the CISO of CSE in a short period of time. I suggested that she use a six (6) variable Kiviat
diagram to better highlight her impact. I used Photoshop to design the chart, which compellingly plotted
improvements in response, resiliency, and internal compliance, among other variables. And, once again, we were
able to elegantly incorporate her brand color.
Dashboard for Executive Impact. I was brainstorming with her on how to visually encapsulate her career, and we
started discussing how she visualizes her KPI performance. She noted that she uses dashboards extensively in
practice. So, I created a custom dashboard with some of her marquee accomplishments! The header includes a
username (mibosch), dashboard icons (globe with green light, mail), and “Executive Impact at a Glance” in a
search bar. We added a section with “files” showcasing key accomplishments, e.g., “Top_Security_Ranking.jpg.”
The result was a document that has received rave reviews from gatekeepers, authentically represented Doctor
Bosch, and meaningfully helped her on the path to secure a dream job in New York.

